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Dear EDiS Friends,
As usual at the end of a year and on the threshold to the new
year, we look backwards into 2015 and onwards to the threats
and possibilities for 2016.
Looking backwards it is my privilege to thank the past president
Karol Semba for his 3 year (!) period of presidency in which Karol
did give the role of president a new statue.This change is an obligation for the following presidents, including myself!
The way Karol Semba implemented the digital world in all his
contacts towards the EDiS members has been an example to all
of us!
After the good year 2014 most of the EDiS members have suffered in 2015 loss of business in the offshore industry. Due to the
development of the oil price this stress-situation will not change
in 2016. Downstream business should restore some of the lost
business.
LNG does give us increasing chances in the

2016 will be as challenging and exciting for

near future.

the EDiS organization as it has been in the last
years. Let’s make it extra challenging to give

The general industrial turnover after the

EDiS’ 25th anniversary an extra boost!

European recession is recovering well and
gives us a trust in short term business.

I extend my best wishes to all of you, wishing

Benchmarking between the EDiS members

you good health and success to all participants

gives all of us the benefit of knowledge sha-

in the EDiS Group.

ring within EDiS.
Our Young Executive Meetings in 2015 give us the feeling that

With kind regards,

focusing on the upcoming generation ensures the future of the
EDiS organization.
The numerous Expert Groups within EDiS have their fast share in
the EDiS success.

Robert Bloemers
EDiS President
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The EDiS network consists of ten corporate headquarters and 58 branches of the EDiS partners in Europe and a further 14 branches world-wide.

EDiS Network Active Far Beyond
Europe's Borders
In 1991, four technical dealers based in Europe joined together
to create EDiS – "European Distributors of industrial Suppliers".
The aim of this dealer cooperative, which today consists of ten
partners from nine European countries, was to join together their
General Management, Product Management, Marketing and
Purchasing departments and to operate jointly on the international market. Today the EDiS network has ten headquarters and 58
branches of the EDiS partners alone in Europe and a further 14
branches world-wide. Thanks to this global network, the partners
mutually benefit from their experiences, optimised joint strategies and are have more joint purchasing power during procurement exercises than they would have on their own.
Based in Europe – operating world-wide
The EDiS partners live the European idea and are mutually beneficial to each other. And this at all levels. Control is ensured by
the management level of the EDiS partners, while at the operative

This means that all the participants are kept informed about international business and provide support to each other.
The EDiS partners
All EDiS partners have their headquarters in Europe. The following
companies belong to the cooperative at present:
• Denmark – S&K GROUP A/S, Herlev – www.skg.dk
• Germany – Jäger Group, Hanover – www.jaeger-gk.de
•	Germany – REIFF Technische Produkte GmbH, Reutlingen –
www.reiff-tp.de
• Italy – Cenigomma s.r.l., Verona – www.cenigomma.com
•	Netherlands – Imbema Group., Vlaardingen –
www.imbemagroep.com
• Norway – Tess as, Drammen – www.tess.no
• Austria – Haberkorn GmbH, Wolfurt – www.haberkorn.com
•	Poland –Tubes International Sp. z o.o., Poznań –
www.tubes-international.com
•	Sweden – Lundgrens Sverige AB, Gothenburg –
www.lundgrenssverige.se
• Spain – Comercial Gasso S.A., Barcelona – www.gasso.com

level, the staff participate in regular expert meetings where they
can swap ideas. These meetings cover industrial hoses, metal
hoses, hydraulic hoses, rubber plates as well as health and safety
and occupational safety products.

www.edis.eu
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EDiS Young Executives Visit REIFF
The specialist group that made up the 5th EDiS Young Executive
Forum met on 3–4 November at REIFF in Reutlingen, Germany.
The first day was held in REIFF's elastomer technical (R.E.T.) department.
After a come together with a traditional Swabian lunch (Swabian
raviolis with potato salad), the meeting started with a presentation about quality management at REIFF Technische Produkte
(technical products) after which there was an active exchange
concerning the QA processes of the other EDiS members.
Then there was a tour around the R.E.T. factory, which was followed by all the participants with great interest.

We were given an impressive presentation about how the ongoing
automation and digitisation in both industry and in business-life
will affect the current and future generations (Industry 4.0).
After a hearty lunch, the meeting drew to a close with a tour through
REIFF logistic centre in Reutlingen-Betzingen where the new automated small parts warehouse produced a few impressed faces.

Before the day was rounded off with a good evening meal and
stimulating conversation, the participants were presented with an
impressive report about the experiences REIFF Technische Produkte have made up to now in the Chinese market – in particular,
the expansion of the branch office in Shanghai.
On the second day, the guests were welcomed at the head office.
The day started with a presentation by ITB about their in-house
PIM solution (Product Information Management) and how this
was to be introduced at REIFF in practical terms.
Then we dared to take a look into the future: "Human Resource

www.reiff-tp.de

4.0" was the subject.
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GLP Hose

Gasso S.A has developed two new models of composite hoses
which are ready for sale and and included in the new Gassoflex's
brochure which will be launched this year.
With these models we make a complete range to cover some
applications which couldn't be covered until now.

Gassoflex 25100 SSP – a hose suitable for load/ unload /
transfer of GLP. A hose made of robust construction of different
inners poliamide layers and PP fabrics. Inner & Outer spirals in
SS-316L. It can resists low temperature up to -50º C. Working
Pressure 25 Bar. Sizes availables: from 1” up to 10”.

High Temperature Hose
Gassoflex 10240 GGTP & 10240 SGTP – a hose suitable for
high temperature applications such as hot air used in the tank
truck compressors and Bitumen / Asphalt.
This hose is made of a combination of special PTFE inner layers,
fiber glass and poliamide fabrics. It can resists up to 240º C, Working Pressure 10 Bar. Sizes availables: from 1” up to 10”.

www.gasso.com
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EDiS Meeting In Vienna
On 15 October 2015, members of EDiS gathered at Haberkorn
in Vienna for the 23rd Expert Group Meeting on Industrial
Hoses and Fittings.
The aim of the event was to promote the valuable exchange of
information and experiences relating to the procurement market
and products of leading technical equipment suppliers from 9 nations (Austria, Denmark, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Spain and Sweden). As part of the meeting, the guests
were taken on an interesting tour of the Haberkorn logistics facility.
"Our employees are not human resources; they are an integral part of the company,” says Dr.
Wolfgang Blum, chairman of top employer Haberkorn (centre of photo). (From left to right: Vorarlberg’s Deputy Governor Karlheinz Rüdisser, Haberkorn chairman Wolfgang Blum and Hans
Pleininger, head of the WirtschaftsBlatt ALC awards) (Source: Peroutka/WB)

On the Friday, Semperit invited the EDiS participants to a company visit in Wimpassing. The two new strip wrapping machines,

Haberkorn Voted Vorarlberg's Top Employer

which enable the highly efficient production of industrial hoses,

The Austrian financial newspaper WirtschaftsBlatt and its part-

through the new high-end production site in Odry in the Czech

ners have once again honoured the country’s top companies

Republic, which is due for completion in 2016.

were particularly fascinating to watch – as was a virtual tour

with the ALC (Austria’s Leading Companies) awards. This year’s
special award for Vorarlberg’s top employer was decided by the
general public and went to Haberkorn.
At the award ceremony, which was held at the Festspielhaus in
Bregenz, Vorarlberg, on Monday, 2 November 2015, Haberkorn
was praised for its wide range of activities such as proactively
informing employees on company performance, profit sharing
and the numerous health promotion measures which focus on
the importance of employee welfare.
Chairman of the board Dr. Wolfgang Blum was particularly pleased to receive the award: “This is a wonderful confirmation of our

EDiS members during their visit to Haberkorn in Vienna.
(Source: Haberkorn)

vision to be an outstanding employer. It also demonstrates that
the award belongs to all our employees because a positive working atmosphere can only arise when each and every employee
ensures respectful interactions in the workplace.”

www.haberkorn.com
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A Lot Less To Worry About With The
Imbema Hose Care Program
Hoses are used to transport gases, liquids and solids in a wide range of
industries. That hose serves as the vital link in the production process.
A defective hose means downtime, which can have a direct impact on
the production process. Time when production is not in progress can
mean the difference between profit and loss. In order to reduce downtime and therefore loss, Imbema Cleton, together with its customers,
has developed the Imbema Hose Care Program or "IHCP" for short.
So many factors to be taken into account
When using hoses and couplings within your company, there are
a lot of factors that you need to take into account:
• Is the hose suitable for the application?
• Has the hose been installed correctly?
• Does the hose meet all the relevant (safety) standards?
• Has the hose been tested and certified?
• Does the hose need to be replaced?
• Do I need to keep spare hoses in stock myself?
• Where is the best place to purchase the hose?
• Where can I get the best advice?
Service that saves you time and money
The service that we provide doesn't stop after your hose has been
delivered. With IHCP, we go a lot further than that. Interested in finding
out how our service can save you considerable time and money?
•	Mapping, identification and marking on site of all the hoses
within your company.
• Recording of all hoses in a secure database.
•	Reliable testing and certification of hoses. Direct advice in the
event of rejection.
•	Periodic inspections and where necessary maintenance on
site by our experts.
•	Tailor-made hose assemblies: our experts take measurements
on site.
• Honest and expert advice.
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Hoses recorded in a database
With IHCP, we will record all your hoses in a database. We keep a
record of the following details for each individual hose within your
company:
•	Hose details: ID no., make, type, length, diameter, couplings,
any special treatments and test certificates.
•	Location: where the hose is installed within the company
(department number, plant number, etc.).
•	Photograph: after it has been installed, each hose will be photographed by our expert and added to the database.
•	Process data (application): type of medium, pressure, temperature, etc.
•	Dates and time: date of installation, inspection, maintenance,
testing, certification, etc.
•	Purchase details: your own product codes, purchase dates,
prices, etc.
Quick and reliable insight
IHCP

gives

you

quick and reliable
insight. All the relevant information
relating

to

your

hoses is stored securely in one place. The recording of details and creation of a history
for each hose gives you insight into the service life and frequency of
replacement of your hoses.You can order complete hose assemblies
from us quickly and easily using your own product code. Tested and
certified if required.
Interested in finding out about the possibilities and benefits for
you? Contact our experts by calling +31 (0)10 434 5922 or
visit our website www.imbemacleton.nl/ihcp/
We care about your hose!
www.imbemacleton.nl/ihcp
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REIFF And Merck KGaA Germany:
Successful Cooperation For 12 Years
Merck KGaA Germany has used our Epsilon dry coupling for 12
years in batch mode with great satisfaction.
When rebuilding their operation in 2003, the requirement was
that all hose lines should be fitted with a dry coupling. Merck
tested all the dry couplings that were on the market at that time.

1

After a one-year test phase, our Epsilon range was chosen.
The main reasons behind this decision were the unrestricted
opening, the ease of use, simple maintenance and the possibility
to connect while pressurised, as well as the high level of security
against faulty operation.
Die konstruktion – welche Idee steckt hinter EPSILON™?

Success For 25 years:
REIFF Technische Produkte In Saxony

Right after the German reunification, the first subsidiary of REIFF
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www.reiff-tp.de
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TESS Opened Service Center In Houston

Equipped for all services

TESS, the leading hose supplier in Norway, has opened a new

It contains a complete hose workshop and a welding area for metal

service centre in Deer Park, Houston in Texas.

hoses and other welding purposes. The crew has its own fully equip-

The new enterprise, named TESS Hose Management Inc., is staf-

ped service truck to handle on-site assignments at customers.

The service center disposes 1,500 square meters of floor space.

fed with highly qualified hose professionals recruited from the
local area.

Business in progress
TESS Hose Management Inc. plans to extend the staff of five

TESS has more than 40 years experience as a supplier to the oil

hose technicians. During the short time that has passed has TESS

and gas industry in Northern Europe. Norwegian American Rune

Hose Management Inc had a good start and sales really doubled

Gabrielsen, with 20-year experience from the supplier industry

from September to October.

in the USA, has been appointed head of the company, which will
take care of all TESS activities in and around the Golf of Mexico.

Huge industrial area

The new service centre in the Deer Park and its skilled staff.

In the Deer Park area there are several oil refineries and petrochemical industries. Mr. Gabrielsen points out that the district may
well be considered as one of the world's centers for hose supply
opportunities. In that sense he thinks on the requirements of a
hose provider where competition is overwhelming. The famous
service of TESS and the very good location are key elements for

www.tess.no

success, and TESS has both.
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The constantly increasing size of the plants, whose products
are used in the renewable energy industry, in cosmetics and in
the food and feed production, requires the possibility of a rapid
modular expansion in addition to a cost-effective assembly and
disassembly for cleaning the glass tubes.
Previously, glass pipes, pipe bends and valves were joined
together with sleeves, which were connected with shrink tubing
that had been shrunk. The maximum system pressure was 1.5
bar. This connecting system was destroyed for cleaning or with
expansion of the glass tube pieces to be subsequently replaced

The Pipe Connector From Jäger

by a new piece.

For a customer in the glass-making industry who successfully

was to develop a connecting and closure system that:

manufactures bioreactors out of glass tubes for the production

• is pressure-tight to 6 bar,

of biomass through photosynthesis, new solutions were needed.

• has no influence on the flow inside the tubes,

The constantly increasing size of the plants also requires the

•	fulfilled nearly all requirements for media resistance (depen-

possibility of a rapid modular expansion in addition to a cost-

This was now a challenge for Jäger, because the client's order

ding on requirements),

effective assembly and disassembly for cleaning the glass tubes.

• can be made electrically conductive,

In this regard, the pipe joint made from a rubber-plastic compo-

•	is ergonomically fatigue free with high reliability and can even

site developed by Jäger has proven its worth.

be mounted and dismantled by unskilled labor,
• can be reused,

In the automotive industry and in the field of waste water aeration,

• is easy to assemble without electric power tools,

the rubber-plastic composites directly developed by Jäger have

• has a 10 year warranty,

proven their worth a million times over. To form a rubber-plastic

• and has a marketable price.

composite a process is used where a freshly molded plastic
component is sprayed with rubber without an additional primer.
As a pioneer in this field Jäger has developed a wide variety of
material pairings out of elastomers and thermoplastics with their
own in-house elastomer chemicals, which are manufactured in
their own mixing plant. The pipe connector produced by this
process are ergonomically, economically and ingeniously simple.
The challenges: Bioreactors made of glass tubes
For a customer in the glass-making industry who successfully
manufactures bioreactors out of glass tubes for the production
of biomass through photosynthesis, new solutions were needed.

www.edis.eu
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The result: A Universal Plastic Rubber Quick Release Connector
The newly developed quick connector from Jäger has signifi-

In the three years since the new pipe connector has been in

cant advantages over the previously used connection system.

use, the requirements have been continuously specified in close

In particular, reusability, significantly easy installation as well as

cooperation with the customer and amended to the effect that the

the significantly reduced glass breakage due to too high torque

significant benefits are preserved, and the price could be reduced

when tightening the hose clamps are significant features. Another

by about 40%. This is a further example how Jäger, through

factor is the significantly higher working pressure of the system

cooperative development and aftermarket launch, can continue

when using the Jäger connector which allows for faster and more

to improve a product to the benefit of all stakeholders.

efficient cleaning of the equipment.

www.jaeger-gk.de
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Haberkorn Automated Dispenser
Products available 24/7 – with the Haberkorn automated
dispenser
The Haberkorn automated dispensing machine provides controlled,
yet flexible access to consumables at any time. The recording of
all items retrieved ensures maximum process transparency and
enables individual evaluations.
Placing the dispenser at decentralised locations in production
halls makes for shorter routes and addresses a cost factor which
should not be underestimated. In terms of product range, there
are countless items which are suitable for this dispensing method:
“From gloves, sealants and adhesives to tools – everything which
is not too big or much too small can be handled by the automated
dispenser,” explains Haberkorn expert Daniel Kohler.
Haberkorn takes charge of order picking and replenishment
Employees use a fob chip to retrieve items, which enables the
automatic recording of employee data, retrieval time and the
products retrieved. The automated dispenser sends the retrieval
data to Haberkorn via SIM card, so integration into a customer-
specific ERP system is not necessary. The replenishment orders
are then generated, ensuring that the right quantities are delivered
at the right point in time. The dispenser is either refilled by the
company’s own staff or by Haberkorn replenishment staff and
therefore ensures 24/7 availability of the products it contains.
Solutions are the subject of continuous optimisation at Haberkorn, and that also applies in the case of automated dispensing
machines. This means that custom solutions are always possible.
Your Haberkorn logistics services expert will be happy to advise.
"The automated dispenser provides space for 79 different products and makes retrieval very transparent thanks to Legic.”
(Source: Till Hückels & Haberkorn)

www.haberkorn.com
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One ERP System For Multicultural, Multilanguage, Multicompany Structure of TI
Tubes International has grown from a small company to a key
market player over the last two decades. To hold the position
of market leader, we need a tool to help us face ever-growing
challenges. Lately we have realised that as an organisation we
are mature enough to implement a new ERP system. The system we are currently using is pretty basic and we want the new
one to be more complex, to allow interaction of all units across
organisation – of sales, stocks, marketing, accounts, production
in a single database.
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implementation process must be a team effort and there must
be participants from all departments. What is more, the software
must work not only for Tubes’ employees in Poland but also for
employees in all branches abroad so they were also invited to
participate in the implementation process.
Now we all work to customise the system, to make the most of it
so as to streamline the workload, to handle the tasks related to
each and every business activity. The system aims for business
improvement. It gives detailed insight into each order, customer’s
choices but also materials purchased or salaries. As for senior
management, it is an excellent reporting system which provides
statistics across all departments, gives overall insight into business processes and as a result allows to identify potential areas
of problem.
Due to the very nature of our business we want to use the new
system for stock management. We want the software to give us
control over batches of products and hose lengths in real-time
across all branches and warehouses. Access to this database will
enable our sales force to process orders more quickly and efficiently.
The implementation process finishes at the beginning of 2017,
that’s when we start our new ERP system.

After comparison of several ERP systems and thorough analysisof
our needs and expectations, we came to decision what software
for enterprise resource planning suits our company the most.
The project kick-off sessions for ERP implementation were held
over last few months. Having in mind that the new software aims
to integrate all the departments and functions we decided that

www.tubes-international.com
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President

Past Presidents

2016 – 2017	Robert Bloemers

2013 – 2015	Karol Semba

c/o Imbema Groep, Netherlands
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c/o Tubes International, Poland
2011 – 2012	Erik Jølberg
c/o TESS, Norway
2009 – 2010 	Hubert Reiff
c/o REIFF, Germany
2007 – 2008 	Dr.-Ing. Andreas Jäger
c/o Jäger Group, Germany
2005 – 2006 	Hans Jacobsen
c/o Lundgrens Sverige AB, Sweden
2003 – 2004 	Xavier Gassó
c/o Comercial Gasso S.A., Spain
2001 – 2002	Dr. Wolfgang Blum
c/o Haberkorn Group, Austria
1999 – 2000 	Flemming Sørensen
c/o S&K GROUP A/S, Denmark
1997 – 1998 	Erik Jølberg
c/o TESS, Norway
1995 – 1996 	Ruud J.M. Vogelaar
c/o Cleton Meijer, The Netherlands
1991 – 1994 	Hubert Reiff
c/o REIFF, Germany
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